Crystalline Angelic Light Codes Meditation
by Hazel Raven
On the 2nd of May in deep joyful meditation I was given a new and exciting meditation to
use with the 'Angelic Crystal Cards'.
I used this deceptively simple meditation for the first time on the practitioner ‘Angelic
Crystal Cards’ course on the 4th of May and the results were very positive, gentle but
powerful.
This simple meditation will restore the crystalline lattice around your DNA from the
quantum zero point field, this will draw in any and all appropriate healing energy. You may
experience this as ‘downloads of Light energy’.
Please use each 'download' of the sacred 'Light Codes' to activate the 'Angelic Crystal Cards'
to assist the transformation of humanity, to expand our consciousness using the language of
Crystalline Angelic Light Codes.
As you use this meditation you will begin to trust your internal and external guidance
bringing you to a perfect state without any blockages or conflict. This impeccable guidance
will show you your own immense wisdom, clarity and the genius that is the eternal you. .
1. Choose a card from the pack. This can be at random or you may choose to work through
all the cards in numerical order, or even choose your favorite crystal or angel to start the
process.
2. Simply hold your chosen card in front of you. Read through the words on the card.
3. Next bring the card to your heart chakra, allow your heart energy to merge with the card.
This activates the ‘Light codes’ download of information causing gentle energy shifts.
4. Then, move the card to your third eye chakra; allow your intuition to merge with the card.
5. Finally bring the card back in front of you and focus on your crown chakra, allow yourself
to be receptive to the Crystalline Angelic Light Codes.
6. Allow the energy integration, this could take some time.
7. Stay with the energy until all energy movement has ceased.
Each day repeat the process with a different card until you have ‘downloaded’ all the sacred
knowledge of the Crystalline Angelic Light Codes. This will inspire, illuminate and accelerate
not only your own consciousness, but humanities consciousness during the great shift and
awakening of this present time.

